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In this article we indirectly address the following open problem. Let k 
denote an algebraically closed field. 
PROBLEM 1 (Kronecker). Is ecery affine algebraic curare in A; a 
set-theoretic complete intersection, i.e., the intersection, as a set, of n - 1 
hJpersurfaces? 
The answer is positive for ideal-theoretic local complete intersection (e.g., 
smooth) curves [S], [MK], and for arbitrary curves if char(k) is non-zero 
[C-N]. Problem 1 remains open for “most” singular curves over (say) C. 
In fact, we look at an algebraic problem related to Problem 1. 
Let P be a prime ideal in a commutative noetherian ring A. Denote by 
S(P) the direct sum ora0 P”) of the symbolic powers of P (see Section 0 
for definitions), which is canonically a graded A-algebra. It is called the 
symbolic Rees algebra of P (or of X, if X is the variety defined by P in 
Spec A). 
PROBLEM 2. Is S(P) finitely generated as an A-algebra? 
The connection between the two problems is given by the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA (Cowsik, [Cl]). Let X be a curve in A;, where k is an infinite 
field. Zf the symbolic Rees algebra of X is finitely generated, then X is a 
set-theoretic local complete intersection. 
* This article is an augmented version of a part of the author’s thesis (Geneva, 1983). It was 
partially written while visiting Brandeis University on a fellowship from the Fonds National 
Suisse pour la Recherche Scientifique, and completed at the CINVESTAV del IPN in Mexico 
City, where the author is currently a visiting professor. Thanks are due to both institutions for 
their support. 
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A curve in Ai is a set-theoretic local complete intersection if it is locally 
the intersection of n - 1 hypersurfaces. In a suitable Zariski neighborhood 
of a smooth point this always holds; the trouble is at singular points. It 
is not known whether set-theoretic local complete intersection implies 
set-theoretic omplete intersection. 
Unfortunately symbolic Rees algebras are not always finitely generated, 
even for curves in affine space [R, C23. On the other hand, some 
conditions are known under which finite generation holds [D-E-P, Hu]. 
We remark here that Cowsik’s lemma admits a refinement for monomial 
curves: if the symbolic Rees algebra of a monomial curve X is finitely 
generated, then X is globally a set-theoretic omplete intersection [El]. 
Our purposes in this paper are 
(1) To propose an answer to the question: How to decide whether a 
given subset of S(P) generates S(P) or not? 
(2) To work out in more detail the proposed answer when P defines 
an affine monomial curve. 
(3) To derive, as an example of an application, that the curve (t4, t6, 
t’, t9) is a set-theoretic omplete intersection in C4; this was not known 
before. 
The contents of this paper are the following. 
Section 0. We recall some basic notions. 
Section 1. We address the question in (1) above. 
Section 2. We determine certain quotients of S(P). 
Section 3. We give a structure theorem for the symbolic powers of a 
monomial curve. 
Section 4. We describe a construction of the symbolic Rees algebra 
of a monomial curve. 
Section 5. As an example, we exhibit a finite system of generators for 
the symbolic Rees algebra of (t4, t6, t’, t9). 
0. BASIC NOTIONS 
Symbolic Powers 
Let A be a commutative noetherian ring with 1, and P a prime ideal in 
A. For r E N, the rth-symbolic power of P, denoted by PCr’, is the ideal 
{x E A s.t. 3s E A - P, sx E P’}. It is also the P-primary component of P’. 
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In case A = k[x,, . . . . ?I,], where k is a field of characteristic zero, P’ 
coincides with the ideal of regular functions vanishing up to order r on the 
variety defined by P in A; [Z]. 
We denote by S(P) the graded group @ ra ,, PC’), which has a natural 
structure of graded A-algebra. 
For examples howing that S(P) need not be finitely generated, see [CZ] 
or [R]. 
We will often use the following well-known lemma. 
LEMMA 0.1. If P is generated by a regular sequence, then Per’ = P’ for ail 
r [Ho]. 
Analytic Spread of an Ideal 
Let (A, M) be a noetherian local ring, and I and ideal in A. The analytic 
spread of I, denoted I(Z), is the Krull dimension of the graded ring 
A theorem of Northcott and Rees [N-R] gives the inequality 
/(I) 2 height(I) for all I, provided A/M is infinite. 
Monomial Curt;es 
A monomial curve is a curve X in A” given parametrically by x, = 
tdi(i = 1, . . . . n), where each di is a positive integer. 
It is not known whether monomial curves in A” are set-theoretic 
complete intersections, except for n = 3 [Br, He, V] and some cases for 
n=4 [E2]. 
The “smallest” open case was that of the curve (t4, f’, t’, t9), which we 
settle here via Cowsik’s lemma by showing that its symbolic Rees algebra is 
finitely generated. 
1. AN EXTENSION OPERATION 
Let So be a noetherian ring, and S = Or a O S, X’ a graded subalgebra of 
the polynomial algebra S,[X] with its usual grading, where { SrjraO is a 
filtration of ideals in So. 
PROBLEM. How to decide whether S is finitely generated as an 
So -algebra? 
Suppose we have an operation e defined on the set of So-subalgebras R
of S, satisfying the following properties: 
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(a) Rce(R)cS. 
(/I) If R contains S,X’ then e(R) contains S,, ,X’+ ‘. 
(y) If R is finitely generated over S,, so is e(R). 
Then we have: 
hOPOSITION 1.1. ( 1) The only subalgebra of S stable under e is S. 
(2) Let R be any finitely generated subalgebra of S. 
Then S is finitely generated if and only if the sequence R c e(R) c 
e’(R) c . eventually* stops. 
Proof: First observe that any subalgebra R of S contains S,, and so 
U, e”(R) = s by UU. 
( 1) Clearly e(S) = S by (a). Reciprocally, let R be a stable sub- 
algebra. Then 
R = u e”(R) = S, 
(2) Let R be a finitely generated subalgebra of S. By (y), all the terms 
in the sequence R c e(R) c e’(R) c . . . are finitely generated. 
If this sequence stops, then e”(R) is stable under e for some n, hence 
e”(R) = S and therefore S is finitely generated. Reciprocally, if S is finitely 
generated, then S = S,[S, X, . . . . S,,X”] for some n. So by (/I) e”(R)= S 
since R contains S,. 
So to investigate whether S is finitely generated, one can start with 
R = S,[S,X] for example, compute the successive terms e”(R), and “see” 
whether the sequence stops. 
Next we exhibit an operation e satisfying (a), (/I), (7). 
Let R be a subalgebra of S. 
DEFINITION 1.2. An element a, + a, X+ . . . + z,x” of R is twisted if 
aiESi+I for all i. We denote by 7R the ideal of twisted elements, and call it 
the twisted ideal of R. 
Clearly ~~ = @ S,, ,X’, and tR = 7s n R. 
Observe that r,X is still contained in S, but no more in R in general 
(multiplying rR by X may be thought of as untwisting it). 
DEFINITION 1.3. We define ext R to be the subalgebra of S generated by 
t,X over R; i.e., ext R := R[tRX]. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. The operation ext satisfies (a), (fi), (7). 
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Proof. (sl) It is obvious that R c ext R c S. 
(8) Suppose R contains S,x’. Then rR contains S, + I x’, so 
SrL,Xr+’ c r,Xcext R. 
(;!) If R is finitely generated over So, it is noetherian since S, is. 
Therefore sR is a finitely generated ideal of R, so ext R = R[T~X] is finitely 
generated over R, hence over S,. 
In order to effectively apply these notions to the finite generation 
problem of S(P), we need a good characterization of the twisted elements, 
i.e., a good characterization of P fr+ ‘) inside Per). This is what we obtain in 
Section 3 for P = the ideal of a monomial curve. 
2. SOME QUOTIENTS OF S(P) 
Let A be a regular noetherian ring, P a prime ideal of height h in A, and 
S= S(P) its symbolic Rees algebra. 
Let M denote a maximal ideal in A containing P, and corresponding to a 
smooth point in Spec A/P. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let R be any graded subalgebra of S, containing its degree 
one part. Then R/MR is isomorphic to a polynomial algebra in h oariables 
otter AIM. 
Proof. Writing R = Q R,X’, we have R, = P by hypothesis, whence 
P’ c R, c PCr’ for all r. By hypothesis, Aaw and A,,.,/P, are both regular 
local rings, hence P,+, is generated by a regular sequence of length h. So let 
F,, . . . . F,, be elements in P such that 
P, = (F,, . . . . Fh)M. 
Now define a map 4: A/MC Y,, . . . . Yh] + R/MR by letting b( Yi) = Fix, 
where Fi is the class of F, in PIMP. 
4 is onto. This follows immediately from the formula R, = 
(F,, . . . . F,,)r + MR, for all r. To obtain it first note that by Lemma 0.1 we 
have Pu = ( Rr),+, = Ph = (F, , . . . . Fh)b. 
Therefore there exists an a in A\>M such that aR, c (F,, . . . . F,,)r. We may 
assume a z 1 mod A4 since A/M is a field. 
Then R, = aR, + (1 -a) R, c (F,, . . . . Fh)r + MR,., and clearly equality 
holds. 
4 is l-l. Denote B = A/MC Y,, . . . . Y,,]. Then dim B = h, and 
dim B/I< h for any non-zero ideal I since B is a domain. Now 
B,/ker 4 2 R/MR, so to obtain ker I$ = 0 it is enough to show dim R/MR 2 h. 
4811117/2-I2 
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Denote C = (RIMR),. Then C is isomorphic to D := @ Ph/MPh since 
(R,), = PrM. Now dim D is by definition the analytic spread QP,,,) of P,w in 
A A41 so I(P,) 2 height P,+, = h (see Section 0). 
Putting everything together: 
dim R/MR 2 dim C = dim D = l(P,) 3 h. 
Remark 2.2. The proof shows that the isomorphism between R/MR 
and S/MS obtained from Theorem 2.1 is induced by the inclusion R c S. 
3. PCr) FOR MONOMIAL CURVES 
In this section we give structure theorems for the symbolic powers P”” of 
the ideal of a monomial curve, and for the twisted ideal tR of a subalgebra 
R of S(P). 
Let X denote the monomial curve in A; given parametrically by xi = tdf 
(i= 1, . . . . n) where the dis are positive integers, and k is an algebraically 
closed field of characteristic zero. 
Let P denote the ideal of X in A = k[X,, . . . . X,,], i.e., the kernel of the 
map 
kCX,, . . . . x,1 + HZ-1 
Xi w Tdl. 
From now on we fix the grading on A by letting deg Xi = di for all i. 
With this grading P becomes a homogeneous ideal in A. Even more: 
LEMMA 3.1. Per’ is homogeneous for all r. 
ProoJ P’ is homogeneous ince P is, hence it admits a primary decom- 
position with homogeneous ideals. But its primary component P(l) is 
unique, hence homogeneous. 
Notation 3.2. For any ideal I in a graded algebra, we denote by h(Z) 
the largest homogeneous ubideal of I. 
In our case, for example, h(P) = P since P is homogeneous. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let MI P be a maximal ideal corresponding to a 
non-zero point on X. Then PCr) = h(M’) for all r. 
ProoJ r = 1. We have P c h(M) c M, and h(M) is prime since M is. 
By reason of height, either h(M) = P or h(M) = M. But the latter does not 
occur because M is not homogeneous, for it is of the form 
(Xl -a,, . . . . X, -a,), where at least one constant a, is non-zero. 
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Y > 1. By [Z], PC” is the ideal of polynomials vanishing up to order r 
on X, i.e., whose partial derivatives up to order Y- 1 belong to P. So 
PC” c M; and therefore PC” c h( M’) since PC’) is homogeneous. Conversely 
let FE M’ be homogeneous. The partial derivatives of F are also 
homogeneous, and those up to order r- 1 still belong to M, hence belong 
to P by the case r = 1. Therefore FE PC”. 
THEOREM 3.4. PC’+ ‘) = h(MP(“) for all r. 
Proof: First we show PC’+ ” c MP”‘. Since non-zero points on X are 
smooth, there is an a in A :,,M such that aPI’+” c P’+ ’ by Lemma 0.1, 
hence also aP”+ ” c MP”‘. In the subalgebra S = @ P(“X’ of A [Xl, this 
says that aP”+ ‘)X’c MS. But MS is prime by Theorem 2.1, and a 4 MS, 
therefore P”+ “X’C MS, hence P”+ ‘)c MP”‘. Now apply h to the 
sequence P(‘+~‘c MP”‘c M’+‘, and recall that h(P”+“)= P(‘+“= 
h(M’+‘). 
Now let S= S(P) be the symbolic Rees algebra of P, written as the 
subalgebra @ P”‘x’ of A [ X]. 
Remark 3.5. S carries a natural structure of bigraded algebra. Indeed, 
since P”’ is homogeneous, every element of S may be written as a sum of 
bihomogeneous elements aX’, a being a homogeneous element of P(“. We 
thus have two gradings on S, which we will refer to as the X-grading and 
the A-grading, respectively: the X-degree of aX is r, and its A-degree is 
deg(a). 
Given a subalgebra R of S, we describe now its twisted ideal TV (see 
Definition 1.2 ). 
THEOREM 3.6. Let M ZJ P be a maximal ideal of A corresponding to a 
non-zero point on X. Let R be a bigraded subalgebra of S containing PX. 
Then z, = h(MR). 
Here h(MR) denotes the largest bihomogeneous ubideal of MR, which 
is also its largest A-homogeneous subideal, since MR is already 
X-homogeneous. 
Proof: The formula ~~ = h(MS) is an immediate consequence of 
Theorem 3.4. Therefore, for R c S, we need only show that h(MR) = 
h( MS) n R. The inclusion from left to right is obvious. As for the reverse 
one, it is enough to show MR = MS n R. But this follows immediately from 
the isomorphism between R/MR and S/MS given by Theorem 2.1. 
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4. CONSTRUCTING S(P) FOR MONOMIAL CURVES 
The situation and the notations are the same as in Section 3. There we 
obtained a structure theorem for the twisted ideal rR. Now we translate 
this result into an algorithm to construct ext R from R. 
So let R be a bigraded subalgebra of S, finitely generated over A, and 
containing PX. Let B= A[z,, . . . . zl] and I$: B -H R be a bigraded 
polynomial A-algebra above R, where the #(zi)‘s are bihomogeneous 
generators of R and where each ii is given the same bidegree as its image 
under 4. 
Denote by 71 the canonical map A[z,, . . . . z,] + A/M[z,, . . . . z,] and by 
$1 A/M[z, , . . . . z ,] -+ RIMR the one induced by 4. 
DEFISITION 4.1. An element Fin B is twisted if q5( F) is. We denote by zg 
the ideal of twisted elements in B; i.e., rB =&‘(tR). Note that ~~ is 
bihomogeneous ince rR is. 
THEOREM 4.2. A bihomogeneous form Fin B is twisted if and only @“x(F) 
belongs to ker 4. 
Proof By Theorem 3.6, rR = h(MR). Now let F be a bihomogeneous 
form in B. Then 4(F) is twisted o 4(F) belongs to MR o a(F) belongs to 
ker I$. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Ker 4 = rr( ker 4). 
ProoJ Obviously a(ker 4) c ker 4. Reciprocally let FE ker 4, which we 
may suppose X-homogeneous. Let FE B bihomogeneous such that 
rc( F) = E By Theorem 4.2, 4(F) E ‘sR, so 4(F) E Per + “Y for some r. Let 
a E A, a = 1 mod M, such that aP”+ ‘) c P’+ ‘, and replace F by aF. Then 
z(F) = F still, and now &F)E Y+‘Y c PR. Let GE PB such that 
d(G) = b(F). Then F- GE ker 4 and x(F- G) = F still since PB c MB = 
ker 7~. This proves ker $c rr(ker 4). 
Calling the elements of ker 4 relations, then relations are a special type of 
twisted forms. What the preceding results say is that modulo M, all twisted 
forms are in fact relations. 
Next we describe a system of generators for ker 4. For the result we sup- 
pose that z,, . . . . z, are ordered by increasing X-degree, that their X-degrees 
are positive, and that z, , . . . . z, (s < t) are the ones of X-degree 1, so that 4 
maps A[z,, . . . . z,] onto A[PX]. 
Denote by res q5 the restriction of $ to A[z,, . . . . z,], and by res 4 the 
restriction of $ to A/M[z,, . . . . z,]. 
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PROPOSITION 4.4. ( 1) ker( res 6) is generated by s-n + 1 forms of 
X-degree 1. 
(2) ker 4 is generated module ker(res 4) by t-s forms of the type 
Fi - zi (i = s + 1, . ..) t) with Fi independent of the variable z,. 
Proof Since res q5 maps A [z, , . . . . z,] onto A [ PX], and A [ PX]/( M) + 
R/MR is an isomorphism by Theorem 2.1, it follows that res 4: 
A/M[i,, . .., z,] + R/MR is onto. This proves (2). Now, again by 
Theorem 2.1 and its proof, R/MR is isomorphic as X-graded algebra to a 
polynomial algebra AjM[ Y,, . . . . Y,i+ ,I, the Ys having X-degree 1. Since 
res q& maps 2, , . . . . Z, to linear forms in the Y’s and is onto, its kernel is 
generated by s - (n - 1) linear forms in Z, , . . . . z,,. 
Remarks on the generators of ker I$. 
(1) It follows from Propositions 4.3 and 4.4 that ker(res 4) is 
generated by rc(ker q5r). where ker 4, is the X-degree 1 part of ker 4; i.e., the 
A-module of syzygies among the generators &z,), . . . . &z,) of PX. 
(2) The generators {F; -zj} of ker 4 modulo ker(res 4) may be 
obtained as follows. For s + 1~ id t fixed, we need an Fi, independent of 
= i 9 such that $(Fi) = $(zi). Well, q5(zi) belongs to some P”‘x’. Pick an a in 
A, a E 1 mod M, such that a&zi) falls in P’X’ (up to a scalar factor, a 
suitable power of X, will do, since P”“/Y has support only at 
(X,, ..‘, X,)’ ). 
Since a&z,) E P’lr, it is represented by a form F, in A[z,, . . . . z,]. Then 
F, := n( F,) will do: indeed &zi) = aq5(zi) mod MR, hence $(zi) = &Fi). 
The preceding discussion shows that constructing generators for ker q5 is 
algorithmic. This is clear, since finding syzygies, or deciding whether an 
element belongs to a given ideal, are both algorithmic in polynomial rings 
using the notion of Grijbner bases [Bu]. 
Now we know how to construct ker 4, and ker $= rr(rs), so we know 
how to construct TV modulo M. It remains to construct rB itself. 
Well, by Theorem 4.2, rg is the largest bihomogeneous subideal of 
7c ~ ‘(ker 4); in fact, since rr ‘(ker 4) is already X-homogeneous, rB is also 
its largest A-homogeneous subideal. Since generators for ~‘(ker 4) are 
readily obtained once generators for ker 6 are known, we’ll know how to 
construct rB if we solve the more general problem: 
Given an ideal I in B, how to construct h(Z) := the largest 
A-homogeneous ubideal of I? 
The solution is as follows. Introducing a new variable T of A-degree 1, 
define I* := the ideal of B[T] generated by all A-homogeneous 
’ Thanks are due to the referee for this observation. 
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polynomials F(T) such that F( 1) E I. This I* is the usual homogenization 
of Z. 
Clearly h(Z) = I* n B. Our problem is then solved, since constructing 
I* from I and I* n B from Z* are both algorithmic, using the notion of 
Grobner bases [Bu]. 
We conclude this section with a remark on the generators of rB. First 
notice that TV obviously contains PB, and that this subideal contributes no 
new generators for ext P over R, since &PB)X= (PX) R c R. 
DEFINITION 4.5. A polynomial F in A[z,, . . . . z,] is special if its coef- 
ficients, as elements of A, are only monomials in X,, . . . . X, up to a scalar 
factor. 
PROPOSITION 4.6. r8 is generated modulo PB by special forms. 
Proof This is immediate, since in A, any homogeneous polynomial is 
congruent modulo P to a monomial up to a scalar factor. 
5. AN EXAMPLE 
Let X be the monomial curve (t4, t6, t’, t9). We construct its symbolic 
Rees algebra, and show it is finitely generated. 
All notations are the same as in Sections 3 and 4, with two exceptions: 
A =k[x, y, z, t], where x, y, z, t have degree 4, 6, 7, 9, respectively. 
M= the ideal of the point (1, 1, 1, 1). 
Also, we always use R to denote the current subalgebra of S(P) under 
consideration. 
First we construct some elements in S(P) up to X-degree 5. Then we 
show they generate S(P). This construction strongly uses the results of 
Section 4, but does not follow the algorithms proposed in it. 
5.1. Let R = A [PX]. It is not difficult to check that P is generated by 
the following six elements. 
a=x3- y2 of A-degree 12 
b=xt-yz of A-degree 13 
c=x*y-z2 of A-degree 14 
d=x*z- yt of A-degree 15 
e=xy2-zt of A-degree 16 
f=+p of A-degree 18. 
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So we take aX, . . . . fl as the system of generators for R. The following 
relations hold: 
xd+yb-za=O 
xe - yc + zb = 0 (5.1) 
xf-ye+tb=O. 
Using these, and Theorem 4.2 about twisted forms, we can construct 
some forms in PC”: 
g=zd+tb-xya of A-degree 22 
h=td+xzb-y2a of A-degree 24 
i=te-x:c+y’b of A-degree 25 
j= tf -xze+z2b of A-degree 27. 
Note. By Theorem 4.2, the form yd+ x26 - tu, for example, also 
belongs to PC’) a priori, but it turns out to be zero. See 5.11 and 5.12 below 
for the complete story. 
5.2. Let R be the extension of the preceding R with new generators 
gX2, hX2, iX2, jX’. The following relations hold: 
b*- ac - xg = 0 
2yac - 2zab + x2h + xyg = 0 
2xbc - yi - 2yab + zh = 0 
.xj+xbc-yi-zh+ tg=O. 
(5.2) 
Note that these relations confirm that g, h, i, j belong to PC’). Using these 
and Theorem 4.2. we construct some forms in PC3’: 
k = 2ybc - x*i - 2x2ab + th of A-degree 33 
I = 2rbc - ti - 2tab + xyh of A-degree 34 
m=tj+tbc-xzi-y2h+z2g of A-degree 36. 
5.3. Let R be the extension of the preceding R with new generators 
kX3, 1X3, mX3. The following relations hold: 
2ai+2a2b-dg+xk=O 
2bi+2ab2-eg+xl=O 
ym-yah+2zbg+x21-tk=O. 
(5.3) 
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Using these and Theorem 4.2, we construct a form in PC4’: 
n=tm-tah+2xybg+xzl- y2k of A-degree 45. 
5.4. Let R be the extension of the preceding R with new generator nX4. 
The following relation holds: 
2 ybl + 2 yabg - 2zbk + x2n + tg2 = 0. (5.4) 
Using this and Theorem 4.2, we construct a form in PCs’: 
p = 2zbl+ 2zabg - 2x2bk + tn + xyg2 of A-degree 54. 
5.5. Let R be the extension of the preceding R with new generator pX5. 
The following relation holds: 
2 ybn - 2 yabk + 2zbg’ + x’gl - tgk - xyp = 0. (5.5) 
Using this and Theorem 4.2, all forms in higher P”“‘s we try to construct 
already belong to R. The reason is simply that R = S(P), as we shall prove 
below. 
5.6. First a lemma. We know that R = S(P) iff R = ext R iff t,Xc R. 
Something weaker than the last condition is sufficient for monomial curves. 
Let A+ denote the ideal of (0, . . . . 0). 
LEMMA 5.1. R=S(P) ifandonly if(~,nA+R)xcR. 
ProoJ: The key is: P”+“cA+P(‘) for all r. Let f~P”+l), 
homogeneous. Then Sf/d.lc, EP(‘), and by Euler’s relation, 
f= & c (deg x,)xi g E A +-P(‘). 
I 
If R = S(P) the other condition trivially holds. Now suppose R # S(P), and 
pick r minimal such that Pcr+“Y+ ’ ti R. Then P(‘)X’ c R, and 
pcrcllJ-r+l=(p~‘+I)X’)~ 
c (TV A A+ P”‘)X 
c(rRnA+R)X. 
Therefore (TV n A + R)X d R. 
5.7. Back to our example. We rename the elements of S(P) constructed 
above as a, b, . . . . p instead of a, 6, . . . . p. 
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So let R be the subalgebra of S(P) generated by {a, 6, _c, 4, _e, f} X, 
{g, h, i, j} x2, {k, _I, m> x3, 5X4, _px5. 
-As in Section 4, consider 4: B + R, where B is the polynomial A-algebra 
in the variables a, b, . . . . p and 4 is defined by d(a) =aX, d(b) = 
bX, . ..( qqp) = px5. 
The bigradmg of B is the pullback of the bigrading of R. Concretely, the 
variables a, b, c, d, e, f; g, h, i, j; k, 1, m; n; p have A-degree 12, 13, 14, 15, 
16, 18; 22, 24, 25, 21; 33, 34, 36; 45; 54, respectively, and X-degree 1; 2; 3; 
4; 5, respectively. 
We first compute rc(~~) (see Section 4), then ?B n A + B, and finally prove 
(r,nA+R)XcR. 
5.8. rr(re) = ker q% is generated by: 
d+b-a 
e-c+b 
f-e+b 
b’-ac-g 
2ac-2ab+h+g 
2bc-i-2ab+h 
j+bc-i-h+g 
2ai+2a2b-dg+k 
2bi+2ab2-eg+I 
in X-degree 1 
in X-degree 2 
m-ah+2bg+l-k in X-degree 3 
261+2abg-2bk+n+g2 in X-degree 4 
2bn-2abk+2bg2+gl-gk-p in X-degree 5. 
These elements are directly read off from relations (5.1) up to (5.5), so 
they belong to ker 4. The fact that they generate it follows from 
Proposition 4.4. Indeed we know that ker(res 4) is generated by 3 X-linear 
forms, and that for each new variable of higher X-degree, only one new 
generator must be added. 
5.9. To compute TV itself, which is a sort of homogenization of n(s,), 
we need a better-suited system of generators for n(tg), namely a Griibner 
basis. 
Consider the total ordering of monomials in the variables a, b, . . . . p given 
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by A-degree plus lexicographic in the alphabet d, e, a, b, c, J; g, h, i, j, k, 1, 
m, n, p (note the unusual place of d and e). In other words, the monomial u 
is smaller than the monomial o if either A-degree u < A-degree a, or 
equality holds but u precedes lexicographically t’ for the alphabet d, e, a, 
b , . . . . p. 
Claim. The following system, called r, is a Grobner basis for K(?~), in 
the sense that the maximal monomials of these polynomials generate the 
ideal of maximal monomials of K(T,). 
All these polynomials are X-homogeneous. They are written with their 
monomials in decreasing order; next to each one the A-degrees of its 
respective monomials are given in parentheses. 
F,:d+b-a 
F,:e-c+b 
F,: f-e-/-b 
F,:2ac-2ab+h+g 
F,: b2-ac-g 
F,:2bc-i-2ab+h 
F,: j+bc-i-h+g 
F,:m-ah+2bg+l-k 
F,:2ai+2a2b-dg+k 
F,,:bh+ai-dg 
F,,:2bi+2ab2-eg+I 
F,,:ch+bi-eg 
F,,: gh - bk + al 
F,,:261+2abg-2bk+n+g2 
F,,: gi-ck+bl+2abg 
F16:h2+acg-a’h-dk 
F,,:hi+bcg+abh-ek 
F,* : i* - c2g + abi + el + aeg 
F,,:hk-bg2-an 
F2,:2bn-2abk+2bg’+gl-gk-p 
F,,:hl+bn-abk-a*l-p 
F,,:ik-cg2-bn+2abk+p 
F,,:il+cn+aig-dg2 
(15, 13, 12) 
(16, 14, 13) 
(18, 16, 13) 
(26,25,24,22) 
(26,26,22) 
(27,25,25,24) 
(27, 27, 25, 24, 22) 
(36, 36, 35, 34, 33) 
(37,37,37,33) 
(37) 
(38,38,38,34) 
(38) 
(46) 
(47, 47,46,45, 44) 
(47) 
(48) 
(49) 
(50) 
(57) 
(58, 58, 57, 56, 55, 54) 
(58, 58, 58, 58, 54) 
(58, 58, 58, 58, 54) 
(59) 
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Fz4: k’- g’-ap (66) 
F?,:kl+gn-bp (67) 
F?,:I’-cp+bgk+agl (68) 
F,, : hn + bgl + abg’ - a2n - dp (69) 
F,,: in+cgl+bhk-ep (70) 
F,,: kn-hp+ g21 (78) 
F,,:In+ip-bgj+agn (79) 
F3, : nz - mp - cgp + bg’k + ag21 (90). 
Algorithms to construct Grobner bases, or to check whether a given 
basis is a Grijbner basis, are well known [Bu]. Here, the amount of 
computations needed to check the claim requires the help of a computer, 
but software to do this is broadly available. I constructed this basis f on 
my hand-held computer, an HP-71B, with my own software. The output 
has been slightly modified to obtain “nicer” polynomials. 
5.10. More preliminaries and notations are needed before giving 
generators for rs n A + B. 
From now on we identify A/M[a, 6, . . . . pJ with a subring of B= 
A [a, b, . . . . p] via the canonical section A/M5 A. 
Given a non-zero polynomial F in B, let F, denote its A-homogeneous 
component of A-degree r. If F is of A-degree d, define the spectrum of F, 
denoted sp(F), to be the set {s B 0 1 F,-, # O}. In particular 0 E sp(F), and 
sp(F) = (0) iff F is A-homogeneous. 
Let A s N be the semi-group generated by 4, 6, 7, 9. Its only gaps are 1, 
2, 3, and 5. Let us choose a set L of monomials in A whose A-degrees are 
in bijection with the elements of A, for example, L = { 1, x, y, z, x2, t, XY, 
XZ, +y3, xt, . ..}. We denote by I(r) the unique monomial of degree r in L. 
Let FE B be a non-zero polynomial of A-degree d. Given any r E A, 
define 
h,(F) := c I(r+s)F,-,. 
sesp(FI 
This definition makes sense only if r + s E A for all s E sp(F); if not we 
simply say that h,(F) does not exist. Note that 
h,(F) exists iff sp( F) $ 1, 2, 3, 5. 
h4( F) exists iff sp( F) i4 1, 
h,(F) always exists if r 2 6. 
If FE AjM[a, b, . . . . p] and h,(F) exists, then it is A-homogeneous of 
A-degree d+ r, is special (see Definition 4.5), and satisfies x(h,(F)) = F. In 
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particular, if FELL and is X-homogeneous, then ~,(F)ET, by 
Theorem 4.2. 
Note that a different choice for L does not change the class of h,(F) 
modulo PB. Similarly, if u is a monomial in A of A-degree S, then uh,(F) - 
h, + .(F) mod PB. 
For any element F in B, we define 
6F := A-degree(F) - A-degree(rc(F)), 
If FEA+B, then SF> 0. If F is bihomogeneous, then Fs 
h6& n( F)) mod PB. 
We already have a total ordering on the monomials in a, b, . . . . p. We 
extend it to a total ordering on the monomials in x, y, z, t, a, 6, . . . . p as 
follows. First we order monomials in x, y, z, I by A-degree plus 
lexicographic in x, y, z, t. Then if U, U’ are monomials in x, y, z, t and u, u’ 
are monomials in a, 6, . . . . p we define 
if either v < t” or 1; = L” but u < u’. 
Note that for each r E A, l(r) is the smallest monomial of A-degree r in A. 
For FE B, max( F) will denote its maximal monomial. For an ideal ZC B, 
max(Z) will denote the ideal (max(F) I FE I). 
5.11. We are now ready to give a system of generators for rB n A + B. 
Let us partition the Grobner basis Z for II as follows: 
r, = {FE rl h,(F) exists} 
Tr = {FE Ijf, 1 h,(F) exists} 
r, =A,(f, uz-,). 
Then, just by looking at each FE r, we have: 
rl = i&v Fgv Flo, FL,, FIZ, F,,)” {FiIi>15,r+20. 
fz = {F,, F,, Fsr F6, F,} 
f, = {F,, Fg, F,,, Fm}. 
Claim. The following is a system of generators for TV n A + B mod PB. 
6) {T Y, z, t > . h,(F) for all FE I-, 
(ii) h,(F), h,(F), h,(F), h,(F) for all FEN* 
(iii) h,(F), h,(F), h,(F), h,(F) for all FEDS 
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(iv) 2xac’ + ych - zai - 2za’b + x’cg + x2ah 
x(2ack - 2abl- 2a’bg - dg2 + xgk) 
2xacl+ 2xa’cg + yhl + yagh - 2yabk + zan + x2gl + 2x2ag2 
2xacg’ + 2xabn - 2xa2bk + yg’h + yagl - zagk + x2g3 - x’ap 
2xacn - 2xa’ck + yhn - yahk + 2yabg’ + zag1 + x’gn 
- 2x’agk - tap. 
(v) x(am + 2acg - a2h - dk + xg’) 
x(bm - abh + dl - xn) 
x(cm - ach + el - xgh) 
x( gm - 2bn - agh + 2abk + xp) 
x(hm - dn + b21 - acl- a2m + ab’g) 
x(im + abm + abcg - en + xbg’) 
x(km - hn + bgl) 
x(lm - 2gh2 - ah1 + 2agm + ep) 
x(m2 - jn - rhl + dhk - ahm - adn - abgi) 
x(mn - jp + h2k + dg3 - bcp - ahn - akm + abgl - ag’i). 
Proof: The elements in (i), (ii), (iii) belong to rB because of 
Theorem 4.2. The elements in (iv), (v) belong in fact to ker 4 c tg (see 
5.12). 
Let F be any bihomogeneous form in rB n A + B, and let r = 6(F). 
Replacing F by h,(n(F)) which is congruent to Fmod PB, we may assume 
that F is special (see Definition 4.5.k and that all its A-coefficients are 
monomials in L up to a scalar factor. Note that this replacement does not 
increase max(F), since monomials in L are minimal in their respective 
A-degrees. 
If 6(F) b 10, then F is divisible by x since all monomials in L of degree 
> 10 are. So we may furthermore assume that 6(F) < 9. 
Now we assert that max(F) is a multiple of max(G) for some G in the list 
(i) to (v). The proof of this fact ends the proof of the claim by a well- 
known and easy argument. 
First of all, max(F) E {x, y, z, x2, t } . n(max(F)) since 0 < 6(F) < 9 
and x, y, I, x2, t are the only monomials (in L) of A-degree < 9. 
Second, rz(max(F)) = max(z(F)) since F is special. Third, max(n(F)) E 
(max(G)) G E f-) since r is a Grobner basis for rr(rB). 
Now, in the list (i) to (v), we already have the following maximal 
monomials: 
from (i) and (ii): (x, y, z, t} .max(F) for all FE r, u f2, 
from (iii): {y, z, x2, t} max(F) for all FE f3, 
from (iv): xac. {c, k, 1, g2, n}, 
from (v): xm. {a, b, c, g, h, i, k, 1, m, n}. 
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The monomials x. { max(F) 1 FE r,} = x . { ac, m, 61, bn} are still missing, 
as well as their multiples which are not covered by (i) to (v), namely: 
But one can see that none of these monomials belongs to 
max(r, n A + B). The argument goes roughly as follows. Let G E ‘ss n A + B, 
with max(G) = xac . argp’, for example. Since max(rr(G)) = UC. u’gp’, then 
6(G) = 4. Now /~,~o,(n(G)) always exists, so in our case hJn(G)) exists; i.e., 
14 sp(n(G)). But we prove now that 1 E sp(rr(G)), a contradiction. 
Indeed $G)EK(~~), so max(n(G)) is a multiple of max(F,) for some 
Fi E I-, since I- is a Griibner basis for n(r,). The only possibility is with 
F4 := UC - ub + h + g. So the term u’gp’. F4 is present in any combination 
expressing K(G) in the elements of f, and provides max(n(G)). 
Now if d= A-degree(rr(G)) = A-degree(uc . u’gp’), then the “second” 
monomial ub . a’gp’ is of A-degree d- 1. Looking at r, one sees that this 
monomial cannot be killed without introducing a monomial bigger than 
max(n(G)), which is not allowed. Therefore 1 E sp(rr(G)). 
We have now proved that the system (i) to (v) generates r8 n 
A,Bmod PB. 
5.12. Now, by simply evaluating 4 of our generating system for 
rB A A + B, we will see that @(r, n A + B)X= (tR n A + R)X is contained in 
R, thereby proving that R = S(P). 
We claim that all forms in the system (i) to (v) belong to ker 4, except 
the ones that follow. A fast way to check all this is to evaluate the 
corresponding forms at sufficiently many points in A4. This is easy to do 
with a machine. Here we shift again notations and write a, 6, . . . . p instead 
of a b p. -3 -9 . . . . _ 
(1) c%(F1)= gX 
&,(F,) = (h - u2)X 
(2) $UF2) = c@” 
qih9(F2)= (i+ub)X 
(3) 4MF,) = UbX 
@,(F,) = (i+ bc)X 
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(4) c,bh7(F4) = kX’ 
f$hg(Fq) = -ugx2 
&,(F,) = kX* 
(6) bh6(F6) = kX’ 
q4h7( Fb) = IX’ 
4MFd = cgX2 
(7) dh,(F,) = a@-* 
q5h9(F7)=(m+cg-uh)X’ 
(8) 4h,(F,) = g2X3 
dh,( F,) = (n - ak)X3 
(14) dh,(F,‘,) = pJJ4 
dhs(Fd = -&X4 
4MFd = kg* + gM4 
(20) hAF,o) = g3Xs 
4h,(F,,) = (gn -u&X5. 
These forms. when multiplied by X, do not leave R. Therefore 
(r,nA+R)XcR, hence R=S(P). 
COROLLARY 5.2. The curz;e ( t4, t6, t’, t9) is a set-theoretic complete inter- 
section in A4. 
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